
Half term overview St. Mary’s Catholic Primary School, Bodmin
Term: Summer Term 2021 2nd half

Focus: How Many Pebbles Are On The Beach? Year: Nursery Teacher: Kelly Harper

Dates – Week
Beginning

7th June 14th June 21st June 28th June 5th July 12th July
19th July

Events Father’s Day Open Day

Focus Butterflies Flowers Summer The Beach The Sea Rockpools Teddy Bears Picnic

Literacy

- Writing captions from the very
hungry caterpillar story

- Sequencing the story
- Creating our own caterpillar stories
- Practicing writing our own names

- Creating a sunflower picture
and labelling the different parts

- Reading ‘The tiny seed’
thinking about how it will grow

- Dairy of a sunflower
-Making father’s Day cards

- Writing about the Summer-
what can we do in the Summer
time?
- Writing in the sand
- Reading our story off the
week- discussing the events

- Seaside worksheet
- Drawing pictures of us at the

beach
- Sequencing shells
- Memory shell game
- Reading sharing a shell story

- Under the sea pattern tracing
- Creating our own stories of

the sea
- Little mermaid writing

activity
- Reading Barry the fish with

fingers

- Matching alphabet shells to the
cards

- - Copying rock pool animal
words

- Reading sharing a shell
together

- Teddy bears picnic dot to dot
- Writing a shopping list for our

teddy bear’s picnic
- Reading the teddy bear’s picnic

story
- -Writing captions from the story

Key Text ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ ‘The Tiny Seed’ ‘Sam plants a sunflower’ ‘ At the beach’ ‘ Barry the fish with fingers’ ‘ Sharing a shell’ By Julia Donaldson ‘Teddy Bear’s Picnic’

Maths

- Hungry caterpillar counting game
- Completing the pattern on the

caterpillars
- Number 7!
- Counting fruit from the hungry

caterpillar story- each day

-Sunflower counting game
- Counting and matching the
sunflower pictures
- Sunflower flash cards
- Counting seeds matching it with
the correct number

- Beach ball spot counting
game
- Ice cream maths game
- Sun counting pictures-
matching numeral to quantity
-Sorting ladybirds from the
bees

- Counting shells
- Sorting shells, coral, seaweed

into groups
- - Matching the correct amount

of shells to the numbered
buckets

- Pirate maths in the sand

- Shark teeth counting-
Matching numeral- quantity

- Under the sea counting
- - Jellyfish tentacle counting
- Numeral to quantity jellyfish

game

- Rock pool counting activity
- Sea anemone counting
- Rock pool number matching

game

- Teddy counting
- Teddy size matching
- Spot the difference
- Teddy size ordering
- Compare bears ordering

Understanding
the World

- Looking at the life cycle of a
butterfly

- Creating the life cycle of a butterfly
- Looking after our caterpillars

- Looking at the life cycle of a
flower

- -What do seeds need to grow
- Labelling different parts of a

flower

- Discussing Summer as a
season

- Discussing people who keep
us safe in the summer

- Thinking about the hot weather
and the safety of suncream

- RNLI safety video of how to
keep safe at the beach

-Small world sea
- Discussion on how we can keep
safe in the sea
- Sea safety picture matching

-Discussing what rock pools are
- Pebbles, shells, nets and sea life
in the water tray
- Rock pool video

- Looking at bears and their habitats
- Where do bears live? What do they
eat?

Expressive Art
and Design

- Creating a finger print caterpillar
- Decorating a butterfly with

coloured paper
- Creating a Symmetrical butterfly
- Creating a paperchain caterpillar for

the funky fingers challenge
- Making butterfly and caterpillar

masks

-Creating flower pictures using a
variety of different tools
- Flower cutter printing
-Making paper flower crowns
-Creating a sunflower picture-
using a fork
-Flower pictures using a cotton bud
- Creating a sunflower picture using
different shapes
-Handprint sunflowers

- Creating sun catchers
- Bubble printing
- Sun art pictures
- Stain glass pictures
- Ice cream pictures
- Creating bumble bees with
toilet tubes
-ladybird paper craft
Ice lolly craft
-Water and oil experiment

-Rock painting
-Creating pictures with textured
sand
- Painting seashells
- Shell printing
- Clay printing with shells and coral
- Finding the treasure hidden in the
sand
- Crab craft

- Decorating a fish with
coloured paper

- Creating n under the sea
picture

- Cellophane jellyfish
- Mermaid stick puppets
- Barry the fish with fingers

pictures
- Shell threading

- Creating coral reef pictures
- Handprint snail
- Exploring shells
- Paper plate crab
- Beach playdough
- Rock pool pictures
- Investigation table

-Paper plate b ears
-  Making teddy bear ears headband
- Decorating a bear
- Split pin bear
- Teddy bears picnic activity
- Teddy Colour by number

Physical
Development

- Moving our bodies to music like a
caterpillar and a butterfly

- Using scissors correctly and safely
- Exploring our outside area

-Making patterns in the sand using
the cards as a guide
- Pencil control sheets

- Frozen flowers in the toff tray-
suing tools to break the glass
-using the tweezers to pick up
the pompoms

- Ocean playdough
- -Sun, sea and beach cut out

pictures
- -Beach ball game

- Under the sea pencil control
sheets

- Sea turtle pictures using a
masher

- Digging for alphabet shells
- Rockpool tuff tray
- Shell threading

- Threading around the bears
- Copying the bears positional

cards

Letters and
Sounds

Phase One Phonics Focus – Aspect
6: Voice Sounds Phase One Phonics Focus –

Aspect 6: Voice Sounds

Phase One Phonics Focus –
Aspect 6: Voice Sounds

Phase One Phonics Focus –
Learning Read Write Inc picture
names all week

Phase One Phonics Focus –
Learning Read Write Inc
picture names all week

Phase One Phonics Focus –
Learning Read Write Inc picture
names all week

Phase One Phonics Focus –
Learning Read Write Inc picture
names all week

RE
God Matters Unit:
Come and See-

PSHE, British
Values,

Focus on relationships, how to make friends, what to do if happens if a friend does something which we do not like.
Following the Golden Rules still in Nursery. Responding to questions asked and carrying out simple responsibilities. Recognising everyone’s entitlement to opinions.



Outdoor
learning

Allow the children to explore the outdoor area. Linking areas of outside play to topics. Keeping safe and using equipment correctly


